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Unusual
accommodation

Furnished accommodation, gîtes and unusual guest rooms
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L'ARCHE DE NOÉ - CABANE DANS LES
ARBRES
4, route du Pontot - 71400 AUXY
- gite.chhotes.cleaud@wanadoo.fr
www.gitecleaud.com
A pretty cabin in two oak trees with donkeys, ponies, geese
and peacocks and a small pond In a park of 7 hectares, a hut in
two oaks at 4.50 meters high with staircase and monkey
bridge. Candlelight, dry toilets, bed for 2 people and
mezzanine and sleeping accommodation for 2 children.
Auxiliary heating.
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GÎTE LA PETITE OUCHE MORVAN
16, rue de la Vallée - 71550 CUSSY-EN-
MORVAN
- christine.b.briere@free.fr
In the heart of the Morvan Regional Natural Park, for lovers of
horse riding, hiking, mountain biking, art(s) and history(s)
lovers, and all others... "La Petite Ouche" welcomes you for a
night, a weekend, a week or more. Located in a green setting,
in the heart of a peaceful hamlet, this character gîte for 2 to 12
people, independent, spacious, warm, decorated with care,
combines the authenticity of an old Morvan house (fireplace
with bread oven, granite stairs, French ceilings, stone walls...

url vide
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YOURTE LISA KIEVITS
4 Frétoy - 71550 CUSSY-EN-MORVAN
l.kievits@gmail.com

Nice yurt in the country.

Tourist Office of Grand Autunois Morvan
13 rue du Général André Demetz - 71400 AUTUN - www.autun-tourisme.com - +33 3 85 86 80 38

Subject to data being updated by the hosting companies at {SELECTION_DATES_JMMAAA}.
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Furnished accommodation, gîtes and unusual guest rooms
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Rates
Per week high season

LE RÊV'TERRE, PETITE TANIÈRE
BLANCHE
Les Tailles - 71190 LA TAGNIERE
- mcp07310@gmail.com
www.lapetitetanieredeloups.sitew.fr/
, Mini elf house, to dream under the stars of the Morvan.
Furnished organic (lime, hemp) mini-home for up to 4 people,
comprising a small white grotto bedroom with colourful
volutes and a mini-lounge with wood-burning stove and
cushions that can be converted into an extra bed. The ranch is
shared with guests in the neighbouring yurt: - the sheltered,
fully-equipped outdoor kitchen. - the sheltered outdoor
lounge with games/library/local crafts area - the cabin shower
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Rates
Week (appartment) :

315 € - 335 €

LA YOURTE NATURE
Les Tailles - 71190 LA TAGNIERE
mcp07310@gmail.com

, Nature yurt, back to basics, in peace and quiet. No electricity,
romantic candlelight; wood-burning stove in winter. Old-
fashioned shower room (jug and basin) in a separate caravan,
reserved just for you. Dry toilets just a stone's throw away.
Access to the homemade "water hut", with hot shower on
request, washbasin and dry toilet, to be shared with any
guests from the neighbouring Rêv'terre. Please note,
however, that the water hut is unusable during periods of
frost. , Ecological yurt, 100% natural. Nature yurt, for a
peaceful return to your roots. No electricity, romantic

url vide
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Rates
One night

(appartment)

MORVAN INSOLITE
Bois de Montboeuf - 71190 MESVRES

Yurt on a quiet meadow facing the Massif d'Uchon.

url vide
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CABANES SUR PILOTIS
Marolle - 71190 SAINT-DIDIER-SUR-ARROUX

, The cabins on stilts invite you to return to your roots. Take
the time to cut yourself off from the world, without electricity
or running water: recharge your batteries in an unusual cabin
in the middle of a pond. Take your boat and go on an
adventure! You will never see nature in the same way again...
Back to the roots. Escape. Disconnection. Unusual. Nature. A
change of scenery. Welcome to the cabins on stilts! The
cabins on stilts invite you to return to your roots. Take the
time to cut yourself off from the world, without electricity or
running water: recharge your batteries in an unusual cabin in

url vide

Tourist Office of Grand Autunois Morvan
13 rue du Général André Demetz - 71400 AUTUN - www.autun-tourisme.com - +33 3 85 86 80 38

Subject to data being updated by the hosting companies at {SELECTION_DATES_JMMAAA}.
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Furnished accommodation, gîtes and unusual guest rooms
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LES LUMIPODES DU DOMAINE DE
RYMSKA | RELAIS & CHÂTEAUX
Domaine de Rymska - 71490 SAINT-JEAN-DE-
TREZY
-
, Set on the edge of a pond, this room with a 180° opening
window offers a total immersion in nature. An experiential
hotel that arouses emotion and reconnection with nature, the
Domaine de Rymska offers an atypical accommodation: the
Nature Room. Circular room of 26M² is glazed on 50% of its
circumference This 26m² circular room is glazed over 50% of
its circumference and at the touch of a button the curtains
open to reveal the ever-changing nature. This nature

url vide
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Rates
One night

(appartment) : 60 €

CABANE AU BOIS DU HAUT FOLIN
8 La Grande Chaux - 71990 SAINT-PRIX
info@auboisduhautfolin.fr

, The Cabane Au Bois Du Haut Folin is located on the edge of
the forest at the foot of the mountain Le Haut Folin, the roof of
Burgundy. The Cabane is in the heart of Burgundy and the
Morvan Regional Nature Park. La Cabane bears the Regional
Nature Park label. La Cabane is equipped to accommodate
two people for several days or a single night. You can also
pitch your own tent to accommodate up to five people. , La
Cabane is a rustic retreat on the slopes of Haut Folin. It's an
ideal base for exploring the Morvan Regional Nature Park. The
Cabane Au Bois Du Haut Folin is a rustic retreat on the slopes

url vide
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Rates
One night

(appartment) : 75 € -
100 €

CHALET AU BOIS DU HAUT FOLIN
8 Lieu-dit Chanson - 71990 SAINT-PRIX
www.auboisduhautfolin.fr

, The Chalet Au Bois Du Haut Folin is located on the edge of
the forest at the foot of the Haut Folin mountain, the roof of
Burgundy. The chalet is in the heart of Burgundy and the
Morvan Regional Nature Park. The chalet bears the Valeur parc
naturel régional mark. The chalet is equipped to
accommodate two people for several days or just one night. A
haven of peace with a south-facing terrace offering
panoramic views of Mont Beuvray and a private garden. The
town of Autun is 22 km away. Chalet Au Bois Du Haut Folin is a
haven of peace on the edge of the forest and at the foot of Le

Tourist Office of Grand Autunois Morvan
13 rue du Général André Demetz - 71400 AUTUN - www.autun-tourisme.com - +33 3 85 86 80 38

Subject to data being updated by the hosting companies at {SELECTION_DATES_JMMAAA}.
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